
THE PACE OF CHANGE
Signs of progress on the new facilities at both Burwood Health Campus 
and Christchurch Hospital are unmissable now. The roofing is on all of  
the new Burwood ward blocks and the ground is nearly ready for the 
foundations of the new Acute Services Building (ASB) at Christchurch as 
site preparation works draw to an close.

Congratulations to the User Groups 
and design teams working on 
the ASB who have signed off the 
Developed Design phase. This was 
an exhaustive process that nailed 
down details of the fit-out in the 
building.

The next step is Detailed Design 
where detail on specific items such 
as hoists will be worked through 
alongside whole of building items 
such as corridors and joinery.

User Groups will continue to review 
items and caveats from previous 
phases and attend workshops 
with their operational colleagues 
to review some remaining whole of 
building items.

The workshops include the people 
responsible for operationally 
managing the building once it is 
complete.

At the Burwood Health Campus, 
food services staff are enjoying their 
new facilities already. The move into 
the new kitchen seemed effortless 
thanks to a high level of organisation 
beforehand and a concerted effort 
from the kitchen staff. 

Well done to all involved.

Congratulations also to the CDHB 
team that worked so hard to get 
the Park and Ride facility up and 
running. The campaign is a finalist 
in this year’s national PRINZ (Public 
Relations Institute New Zealand) 
awards.

With all the construction underway 
around the CDHB, we are looking 
forward to a busy, exciting year.

David Meates

CEO

AT A GLANCE
Christchurch Hospital

Secure cycle parking – A 
secure bike parking area for 
staff is now open in front of the 
main entrance of Christchurch 
Hospital. Use your CDHB swipe 
card for access.

Clean Dock – The Clean 
dock has moved to the rear 
of Christchurch Women’s 
Hospital, with access from 
Riccarton Ave. So as to reduce 
congestion in the area, please 
do not have personal deliveries 
made to the Hospital.

Motorcycle/Scooter parking 
– parking spaces to replace 
those lost at the rear of the 
Hospital have been allocated in 
an area previously marked as 
cycle parking close to the Main 
Entrance. The cycle parking 
has moved to opposite the 
entrance of ED. Please do not 
park your motorbike in cycle 
parking areas.

The three ward blocks at Burwood Health Campus are taking shape as the roofing is put in place, concrete panels go 
on the outside walls, and windows are installed.
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SCONE, BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
It was goodbye to an old friend but hello to a nice new shiny cooking 
area at Burwood Hospital recently. With the old kitchen closing and 
staff moving into their new space in the partially opened back of house 
building, cook Ann Gay says that she is excited about the new kitchens, 
but she will miss her old ovens. 

She farewells them with fond memories. “I could cook anything in them 
and never burnt a thing. They are the best ovens I’ve ever used.” 

Ann, who hails from Tonga, started as a kitchen hand in the Burwood 
kitchens 43 years ago and not long after the kitchens had opened. Two 
weeks into her new role, the cook was sick and after joking that she 
was sure she could do the job, Ann was given the chance. 

“This has become like my second home,” says Ann. “I love my job. If 
you make good food it makes the patients feel happy, and then they get 
better sooner. If the staff like the food, then they are also happy.” 

Food Services Manager and Dietitian, Hellen Donnithorne, says the new 
kitchen space is very user friendly and staff have everything at their 
fingertips. “There is huge fridge and freezer space, which is keeping 
everyone happy.”

Hellen is full of praise for the orderlies who helped with the move, and 
who are now helping with food deliveries as the area is still a building 
site. It is off bounds to everyone except orderlies, cleaning and kitchen 
staff. “It’s further to walk as well, so they are doing an amazing job.”

BURWOOD BUILD TAKES OFF
At Burwood, something we hear often is “I can’t believe how big the 
building is. Because it’s hard to picture how these buildings fit in with 
the existing structures, we decided to take a bird’s eye view of the work. 
We asked Ollie Wall from Eye in the Sky, a Christchurch-based aerial 
photography company, to bring his quadcopter on site to record the 
progress. 

As well as some great aerial views, Ollie also flew his ‘drone’ through 
the building. These shots show the incredible complexity of how 
services, such as electricity, air conditioning, steam and water pipes fit 
into the structure.

Where work is underway on the PSE (Psychiatric Services for the 
Elderly) block, you can seen webs of reinforcing steel. These will be 
covered in concrete to form a raft foundation that is part of the seismic 
engineering of the new buildings. Because the load is spread over a 
large area, the raft reduces the effect of any lateral spreading of the 
ground in the event of an earthquake. Burwood Hospital is considered 
an IL 3 (Importance Level 3) building, which means that it is 30% 
stronger than the building code requires, and is designed to keep 
functioning in the event of an earthquake.

The video is on the Burwood page of the Facilities Development site on 
the CDHB intranet, or at cdhb.health.nz/itsallhappening.

Ann Gay is enjoying the new kitchen space in the recently opened Back 
of House.

Ollie Wall from Eye in the Sky launches his quadcopter over the Burwood 
construction site.



MEET THE TEAM
Leonie Kelly

Project Director, Thinc Health

Leonie started her career in the construction 
industry as a mechanical draftswoman, 
progressing onto structural steel detailing 
and eventually into project management. 
She played significant start-to-end roles in 
projects such as the $4.5 billion Queensland 
Health mega hospitals progamme and the 
$437 million Townsville Hospital expansion. 
Before joining Thinc NZ, she was National 
Director of Australian project management 
consultancy Tracey, Brunstrom and 
Hammond.

Mary Jordan

Project Manager, Thinc Health

Born in the UK, but a recently naturalised 
Australian, Mary Jordan is the Acute 
Services building’s Project Manager. 
Mary has a long career of health-related 
experience beginning with her role as a 
capital accountant, and responsible for a 
billion dollar budget, for the West Midlands 
Health Authority in the UK. Mary brings her 
financial and procurement background to 
the Acute Services Building project. She 
says the scale of this build, makes it an 
exciting challenge.

It’s been a busy time at the Design Lab. The Christchurch Haematology User Group has been 
there twice to mock up revised bedroom layouts and the beverage bay in the “heart space” (an 
area for families). 

The Christchurch Front of House User Group reviewed a mock-up of the proposed main 
reception and foyer of the new Acute Services Building. The mock-up included the main 
reception desk, the café, lifts, seating area, the mezzanine level above, and the building’s 
structural columns, to get an accurate idea of circulation. The group felt that the reception desk 
could be reduced in size to improve traffic flow between the desk, lifts and seating area. 

In the Burwood high fidelity mock-up, groups have been testing the traverse ceiling track hoists 
for the patient bedrooms. A group of lead users clinically tested the design to check for any 
clash points in the layout, and to fine-tune the design. This testing is crucial so we can provide 
the maximum benefit of the technology to patients and staff in the new facility. 

In the photo (left) CDHB project facilitator Dale Kennedy (in the sling) and product specialist Ian 
Wylie test out the patient hoists at the Design Lab.

Trucks line up ready for a concrete 
pour at the Burwood ward blocks. 
By the time the project is finished the 
contractors will have poured more 
than 15,000m3 of concrete.

TESTING, TESTING, TESTING



Christchurch 
Hospital

DOWN TO THE NITTY GRITTY
The next phase in the construction of the Acute Services Building 
(ASB) has started with Detailed Design. In this phase the rooms in 
the Developed Design plans will become more lifelike as items such 
as doors, sinks and curtain tracking are added.

User groups will continue to meet with the design team to work 
through outstanding design items from the Developed Design 
phase, such as Quality Assurance issues and caveats (specific 
changes that need to be followed up).

The groups are also reviewing some issues such as where cardiac 
protection and medical gases are required, the extent of the need 
for electronic tracking of equipment, and what is likely to be stored 
in the lower ground floor equipment store.

Whole of building items such as corridors and joinery, window 
treatments, wall coverings and lighting, as well as specific items 
such as hoists will be worked through at workshops.

Groups are also working with the wayfinding consultant on the 
eventual naming and identification of buildings, floors, wards and 
services - to make it easier for everyone to find their way around 
our new facilities. At the end of the Detailed Design phase, which is 
scheduled for July, the architects complete their drawings to have 
them ready for construction.

A reminder that if you are visiting Christchurch Hospital, 
please park in the appropriate areas otherwise your car 
will be towed.

TAKE CARE
If you are visiting Christchurch 
Hospital, please take care.

Your safety is critical. Please 
respect any temporary detours, 
barriers and/or directions, and 
please obey instructions from the 
security team. 

PEDESTRIANS should use 
designated paths only. CYCLISTS 
and PEDESTRIANS please 
use the new Antigua Boatshed 
bridge to access Rolleston Ave 
or Oxford Tce. Pedestrian access 
to Hagley Park ONLY is via the 
footpath on the Rolleston Ave 
bridge.

We apologise for any 
inconvenience; we are building to 
serve you better.

AT A GLANCE
Park and Ride

In the first 16 weeks 
of the Park and 
Ride for patients 
and visitors to 
Christchurch Hospital, 
we transported over 
63,000 people – that’s 
the equivalent of 
more than 1% of the 
whole population of 
New Zealand. On our 
busiest day, we helped 
967 people get to and 
from the hospital.

CONTACT US
Email: 
itsallhappening@cdhb.
health.nz
Website: 
cdhb.health.nz/
itsallhappening - have a 
look at the webcams to 
see progress at both sites.

An artist’s impression of the new Acute Services building from Riccarton Ave, 
showing Christchurch Women’s Hospital on the right.


